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.To all whom it may concern: 
13e it known that I, JOHN COLLINS, cycle 

?tter, a subject of the Queen of Great Britain, 
residing at 172 Maple road, Penge, London, 
England, have invented a Spinning-Top for 
Exhibiting Automatic Variations in Color or 
Pattern, of which the following is a specifica 
tion. 
This invention relates to spinning-tops,and 

has for its object a new and improved spin 
ning-top having novel means for exhibiting 
mechanically or automatically variations in 
color, pattern, dto. r 
ln order that my invention may be clearly 

understood and readily carried into effect, I 
will now proceed to describe the same fully 
in connection with the accompanying draw 
ings, in which-e . 
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Figure l isasectional elevation of a top con 
structed according to my invention. Fig. 2 
is a plan of the disk ct’. Fig. 3 is a plan of 
the top with the handle removed. Fig. 4 is 
a plan of the top with the handle removed, 
showing a variation of the color or pattern 
disk. Figs. 5 and 6 are sectional elevation 
and plan, respectively, showing a modifica 
tion of the pattern-disks. 
A is a rotaryv cup having a weighted rim ai”. 
ot is a winding-drum formed on or attached 

to the cup concentrically therewith. B is a 
stationary stem oraxle passing through the 
center of the said winding-drum a and cup A. 

b is a stop ’dxed to the axle B and upon which 
the drum Ct rest-s. . 

la’ is a foot or shoe, of rubber, leather, or 
similar substance, rigidly attached to the end 
of the axle B to keep it from rotating. 
O is a toothedv wheel or disk carrying a ver 

tical pin c. This toothed wheel O is mounted 
so as to be capable of revolving on a pivot 

_ carried by the cup A and is connected by a 

45 

geartrain with a pinion h2, fixed to the axle B. 
a’ is a disk~shaped plate closing the top of 

the cup`A and provided with a circular open 
ing or hole a2, through which the pin c pro 
jects and in which the said pin travels. This 
disk d’ may be colored if required.` 
D is a colorer pattern disk-shaped plate su 

perposed on the disk ot’ and provided with a 
hole or bearing, with which the pin c en 
gages. 
d is a central slot in the disk D, through 

which the rod B passes. This slot CZ is of a 
somewhat greater length than the throw of 
the pin c. If the disk D is for the display ot' 
colors, the said colors are printed, painted, or 
otherwise marked thereon in bands, rings, or 
other form struck from centers situated near 
the ends of the slot CZ after the manner shown 
in Fig. 3. 

h3 is a removable handle placed loosely on 
the top of the axle B. 
The top is spun in the ordinary manner by 

means of a string wound around the drum c. 
ÑVhen the top is in operation, the cup A, 

the winding-drum d, the disks a' and D, the 
toothed wheel O,'and the gear-train revolve 
around the central aXle B, which latter, to 
gether with the pinion b2, remains stationary. 
The aXle B is prevented from revolving with 
the spinning part of the top by the frictional 
engagement of the foot b/ with the surface 
of the support on which the top may be placed. 
When the top is thus spinning, the toothed 
wheel C, with the pin c, rotates also on its cen 
tral pivot, deriving its motion from the pin 
ion b2 through the gear-train. The rotary 
movement of the pin c about the pivot of the 
wheel C imparts a reciprocating movement 
to the color-disk D, causing the centers near 
the ends ofthe slot d (which are the color 
centers or the centers from which the colors 
or patterns are struck) to coincide alternately 
with the axle B, which is the center of rota 
tion of the spinning part of the top. When 
one of the said color centers coincides with 
the said center of rotation, the color or set of 
colors struck from the said color center is 
visible. As the top spins, therefore, the coli 
ors or sets of colors or patterns struck from 
the two color centers will automatically be 
come alternately Visible, the color or set of col 
ors or patterns struck from the center which 
does not for the moment coincide with the 
center of rotation merely acting as a slight 
blur to the visible color or colors or patterns. 
The handle b3 is preferably removed when 
the top is spinning, and the color or pattern 
disk may be replaced by another displaying 
a different color or combination of colors or 
patterns, as required. WVhen it is required 
to change the color-disk, the said disk is lifted ’ 
over the aXle B and replaced by another disk 
which is so placed on the top that the axle B 
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passes through its slot d and that the pin c en 
gages With a suitable hole or bearing therein. , 

Referring to Fig. 4, the disk D is divided 
into six equal sectors, three of which are col- l 
ored and three of which are removed, so as to 
form spaces. The disk a’ is also divided into . 
six equal sectors, which are of the same size?> 
as the sectors of the disk D. Alternate sec 
tors of the disk a' may be colored the same@ 
as the colored sectors of the disk D, and the 
remaining alternate sectors are of a different 
color or colors. The disk D revolves cen, 
lrally on the rod B and has a slot CZ formed 
in one of its colored sectors, into which the \ 
pin c projects and in which the said pin is 
capable of sliding. As the top spins the pin 

l 

c shifts the disk D first in one direction and L 
then in the opposite direction-that is to say, l 
the pin c i-mparts an oscillatory movement toy 
the said disk D, so as to cause the colored¿ 
sectors of the said disk D to alternatelyT co-Íi 
incide with the alternate sectors of the disk. 
a. If, for instance, the colored sectors of 
the disk D are red and the sectors of the disk , 
a’ are alternately red and yellow, when the 
the colored sectors of the` disk D coincide 
with the yellow sectors of the disk a' red will 
be visible, and when the colored sectors of¿ 
the disk D »coincide-with the red sectors of 
the »disk 0,’ a secondary color (orange) will be l 
seen, the colors exhibited by the top Whileä 
spinning being thus automatically varied.` 
It is «obvious that the colors, patterns, rbc., ` 
of the disks may be vari-ed almost indeiinitely 
or may be arranged to display Íigures ar 
ranged on the principle of the zoetrope or 
Wheel lof life. 
Referring to Figs. 5 and G, a top having its 

disks arranged on the principle of the zoetrope ' 
is here shown. A is the rotary cup. 

vided with the stop b and foot Z7’ and having 
a pinion h2 ñxed thereon, all as previously 

a is the. 
winding-drum. B is the stationary axle, pro 

described. d' is a rotary disk which carriesiv 
a concentric pinion di, the disk d’ and pinion ì 
dzbeing journaled centrally on the axle B. 
c’ and c2 are a pair of toothed gear-wheels 
fixed together and journaled on a pivot car- i 
ried by the cup A. The Wheel c’ gears with 
the pinion b2, and the Wheel c2 gears with the = 
pinion cl2. The disk cl' carries the disk D, ,' 
which is situated within the cup A and is of ‘ 
slightly less diameter than the internal di-y 
ameter of the said cup A. This disk D has j 
the zoetrope figures arranged upon its upper i 
surface. E is a disk or cover Which rests; 
upon the edge of the cup A, is preferably? 
black, and has a sector-shaped space c there- ; 
in. 
scribed, the rotary cup A and the cover-disk 

When the top is spun, as previously de- î 

E revolve together in one direction about the . 
center Band the disks d’ ‘and D revolve in 
the opposite direction about the said center, ‘l 
th-e moving figures of the zoetrope being then ,i 
visible.. 
the stationary pinion b2 through the gear 
wheels c’ c2, and the pinion d2, these gear 

The disk d' derives its motion from ̀ 

wheels and pinions being so arranged that 
the disks d' and D revolve about the center 
B at a slower rate than the cup A and disk 
E. It is obvious that I may employ friction 
or other gearing in place of the toothed-Wheel 
and pinion gearing above described. 
What I claim is- o 
l. Aspinning-top,consistingofastationary 
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axle having gearing, a spinning-cu p rotatable ` 
on the axle and having means by which it 
may be whirled on said stationary axle, a 
cover-plate arranged upon the upper side of 
the spinning-cup, gearing carried by said cup 
and engaging the gearing of the stationary 
axle, and a pattern-plate superimposed upon 
said cover-plate and given movement by the 
gearing independent of the whirling motion 
of the spinning-cup when spun on the sta 
tionary axle, substantially as described, 

2. Aspinning-top consisting of a stationary 
axle, a spinning-cup mounted on said axle, a 
Winding-drum attached to said spinning-cup 
for whirling the latter on the stationary axle, 
a color-plate adapted to rotate with said spin 
ning-cup, and means for automatically shift 
ing the said color-plate so as to varyits posi 
tion with reference to the said spinning-cup 
as the latter whirls on said stationary axle, 
substantially as described for the purpose 
specified. 

3. A spinning-top having a stationary axle, 
a spinning-'cup mounted on said axle and have 
ing means whereby it may be whirled there 
upon, a shifting color-plate having sets of 
colors struck from different centers andacen 
trally-arranged slot through which the sta 

, tionary axle extends, and means for shifting 
the color-plate as the spinning-cup whirls on 
said axle, substantially as described. 

4. A spinning-top consisting of a stationary 
axle, a shoe on said axle to prevent it spin 
ning, a spinning-cup mounted on said axle, a 
Winding-drum attached to said spinning-cup, 
a colored disk closing the top of the cup and 
having a circular hole therein, a slotted color 
plate adapted to rotate with saidspinning-cup, 
a pinion fixed to said axle within the spinning 
cup, a toothed wheel journaled on a pivot car- 
ried by said cup, a pin carried by said toothed 
wheel which pin projects through and travels 
in the circular hole in the disk closing the cup 
and engages With the color-plate, and means 
for gearing the toothed wheel to the said pin 
ion, substantially as described for the purpose 
specified. 
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5. A spinning-top consisting of a stationary , 
axle, a shoe on said axle to prevent it spin 
ning, a spinning-cup mounted on said axle, a 
winding-drum attached to said spinning-cup, 
a color-plate having a centrally-arranged slot 
through which the stationary axle passes and 
adapted to rotate with the spinning-cup, a 
colored disk closing the said cup and having 
a circular hole therein, a pinion fixed to said 
axle within the spinning-cup, a toothed wheel 
j ournaled on a pivot carried by the spinning 
cup, a pin carried by said toothed wheel which 
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pin projects through and travels in the circu 
lar hole in the disk closing the cup and co 
operates with the color-plate so as to shift its 
center1 of rotation as the top spins, and a 
toothed gear-train pivoted to the cup and 
gearing the toothed Wheel to the said fixed 
pinion, substantially as described, for the pur 
pose specified. 

6. A spinning-top consisting in a stationary 
axle, a shoe on said axle to prevent it spin~ 
ning, a spinning-cup mounted on >said axle, a 
winding-drum attached to said spinning-cup, 
a pinion fixed to the stationary axle Within 
the cup, a rotary pinion j ournaled on the fixed 
axle and carrying a figure-disk Within the 
spinning-cup, means for gearing the fixed pin 
ion to the rotary pinion so as to cause the iig 

ure-disk to travel in the reverse direction to 
and at a slower rate of speed than the spin# 
ning-cup as the top spins, and a concentric 
cover-disk adapted to rotate in the same di 
rection with and at the same rate of speed as 
the spinning-cup and having a sector-shaped 
hole through which the figure-disk is Visible, 
substantially as described for the purpose 
specilied. . 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto s'et 
myl1and,in presence of two subscribing Wit# 
nesses, this 17th day of May, 1899. 

JOHN COLLINS, 
Witnesses â 

F. MCLELLAN, 
FRED C. HARRISA 
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